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Fall Prevention Month Display  

November is Fall Prevention Month! Creating Awareness and increased 
knowledge can be “key” to the prevention of falls.  
 
The following is a printable display to use in your area to engage in 
conversation and action. Please print all pages and use the guide for 
arrangement. We recognize space may be an issue so use what you feel is 
most relevant if the package in its entirety cannot be displayed.  
 
The display should stay up for the month of November. There are many activities 
and tips that you can add or build on to suit your needs.  
 
How to use: Please print the display template and resources needed for your display, 
you can choose to have envelopes for the brochures to go in or have them posted. 
You can use the Pledges to ‘Step up for Falls” to outline your board or place you’re  
a - z risk factors from the kits activities to the board as well.  
 
Let’s spread the word to help people prevent falls and maintain their independence!  
If you have barriers to printing this material or need copies of the brochures, please 
contact ………Daphne Kemp at 306-655-2400 or Brenda Chomyn at 306-655-2454  
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Display Setup Example 

These words 

can be printed 

in a larger 

format and 

placed as you 

would like. 
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Pack a                

 

 

address the P’s of  Fall Prevention  

FALL PREVENTION MONTH 
Working Together to Prevent Falls 
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  Pain  
 Keep your pain managed 

 Personal Care 
 No rushing to toilet- take your time 

 Possessions 
 Keep in reach 
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 Pills 

 Regular Medication reviews by 

   physician or pharmacist 

 Physically Active 
 Keep moving  
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 Purposeful Interactions 
 Remain social, don’t isolate 

 blood Pressure 

 Stop, Stand, Wait and then Go 
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For more activities and resources, check out 

www.fallpreventionmonth.ca 


